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Calculation or the Quadrupole Magnet Strengths in the 
PEP Lattice lor SCORE 

I. Introduction 

The code, QUADS, which determines the step size in making configuration 
changes and calculates the field strengths of the 11 main ring 
quadrupole magnet families at each configuration has been completed. 
This code has been designed to have minimum computation time while 
keeping the necessary features for making future modifications of the 
beam lattice. It is being incorporated into SCORE, the program for the 
strength computation of the ring elements. The purpose of this note is 
to describe the method used in this calculation. 

II. The PEP Lattice 

The beam lattice of 1/12 of the ring is represented in the code. The 
lattice starts from the interaction point. IP. and ends at the symmetry-
point, SP. Let the vector Q represent the strength of the 11 magnet 
families (q, q u ) . For simplicity, we group the elements in the 
beam line into 11 basic blocks with each block containing one of the 
main quadrupole magnets. The transport matrix for each block be : the 
form 

Mk = A^B^Cj 

where Ak and Ck are constant matrices for bending magnets and drift 
spaces adjacent to the kth quadrupole magnet whose transport matrix is 
B k. In addition, these block matrices have been defined such that R 
is the transport matrix from IP to the beginning of the first standard 
cell, T is the transport matrix from IP to the end of the^fjrftjjtandard 
cell. S is the transport matrix from IP to SP, 
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The matrices R. T. and S are given by: 

R=Mi*H7»M6*M6*M&«M4«M3»M2«Mj 

T=C»R 

and 

S=M,1*M]tt*Ma*C*C*C*C*C*R 

with the matrix for a single standard cell given by 

C=M8*M,. 

See Fig.l. 

ID. Configuration Specifications 

Let the vector F(Q) be the val-es for the 11 lattice parameters which 
specify a configuration of the machine. The components of F are: 

f^fj = x,y betatron tune shift per 1/12 of the ring: 
f3,f4.fG = betatron function in x. y and eta function 

in x at IP; 
fd,...,f,]= difference in beta in x, y. alpha in x. y and 

eta and eta' in x between the beginning and the 
end of the first standard cell. 

When fe f t l = 0 the beta and eta functions repeat from cell to 
cell and the configuration is 'matched'. 

The expressions for these functions and their derivatives in terms of 
the matrix elements of R. T and S and their derivatives are given in the 
appendix. 
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IV. Change Configurations 

We consider changes in configuration along a straight tine path between 
a known initial configuration ,F 0, and a desired final configuration, 
F g. Let the value of F along this path be F,. Fa,„., with 
Fn^F^M+dF^ (the dF m are called mini-steps). The problem is to 
solve for the value of Q corresponding to each F m . 

Over a sufficiently small region, by Taylor expansion: 

dF • D _ l dQ 

or 

dQ » D' 1 dF 

where the ijth element of the matrix D is given by the partial 
derivative of f, with respect to q s and D""1 is the inverse of 0. 
The elements of D can be expressed in terms of the elements of R, T, S 
and their partial derivatives which are computed by differentiating the 
Mk matrices. Since Ak and C k are constant matrices, the derivative of 
Mk involves only the derivative of B k relative to q k. 

Since F 0 and Q0 are known, the first mini—step configuration can be 
found for some guess value of dF with D evaluted at Q& Using the 
above approximation, the first configuration is described by F* and 
not by F t , where 

F* - F{Q0+dQ) 

and 

F, = F 0 + dF. 
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Let 

ESP = F* - F,. 

For this solution to be acceptable, we require that the difference 
between the value of F" and F, be less than a set of tolerable 
differences as determined by the ring operation with a stored beam : 
each component of ESP must satisfy the linearity condition 

lespj < tol 4. 

If the above linearity condition is satisfied, this step is accepted and 
the ring magnet s t rengths will be altered simultaneously by the amount 
dQ . 

As a first trial value we take dF=dFj=(F g -F 0 ) . If the linearity 
condition is not satisfied, dF, is too large. For the second trial, 
we take d F = d F l = ( F 1 - F 0 ) / r with r > l . If the linearity condition is 
still not satisfied . we take dF=dF 1 =(F 1 -F 0 ) / r 2 . The value of 
dFj is reduced successively until the linearity condition is 
satisfied. The calculation Tor the first min i - s t ep is made with the 
last value of dFv 

For the second min i - s tep we should aim toward the value of F 2 from 
F* (see Fig. 2) First we take dF=dFj+ESP with dF 2 =dF, and 
calculate dQ with D evaluated a t Qj. Then we calculate 

F* = F(Q l + dQ). 

F 2 = Fj + dF s , 

and 

ESP = F" - Fj. 



If the linearity condition is not satisfied, the value of dF a will be 
reduced by (1/r) and the values of F*. F 2 and ESP computed for the 
corresponding value of dF. This procedure is repeated until the 
resulting ESP value satisfies the linearity condition.' When the 
linearity condition is satisfied, we take dP=dF3+ESP with dFj=dPa 

and 0 evaluated at Q2 and carry out the same calculation for the third 
mini-step: 

V - F(Q8+dQ) 

F„ = F a + dF,. 

and 

ESP = F* - F a . 

This mini-step procedure continues until the goal configuration is 
reached. 

Since the region of linearity may vary with the value of F^, we would 
like to increase the trial value of dF,,, by r after taking a specified 
number of acceptable steps, unless this increase will result in stepping 
beyond the goal, i.e., JrdFj > lF t-Fm_,|. Furthermore, in order to 
avoid overshoot, before each new step we test the value of dF m : if 
JdFj > |F a -F m _ l | , we are sufficiently close to the goal that we 
simply let dFm=F (-F* and step toward the goal. In order to reach 
the desired goal as closely as possible, as a means of 'touching up', we 
take another step with dFB=0.0. When the goal configuration is 
reached by the steps outlined above, a normal exit will occur. 

It is possible that an acceptable solution for F" cannot be found 
either because there is no mathematical solution for Fa or because 
F" fails to satisfy the linearity condition after dF m has been 
reduced to less than the tolerance value, TCL. Under either of these 
conditions, an abnormal exit will occur. However, it may be desirable 
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to bring the value of F* closer to F„_, before an exit. This 
convergence is accomplished by a doing a touch up with dFnk=0.0 (see 
Fig. 3). In the event that a touch up fails, i.e.. the solution becomes 
unacceptable after touch up, the solution before touch up will be used 
as the solution for the final configuration. The various conditions 
under which a touch-up operation can occur are summarized below: 

Exit Abnormal Normal 

Condition Unable to complete Goal configuration 
the mth mini-step. is reached. 

Touch up To bring F* as close To bring F* as close 
as possible to F D _ i as possible to Fm 

Output F* before touch up if F* before touch up if 
touch up fails. touch up fails. -

Figure 4 gives a block diagram showing the logic involved in a mini-step 
and a touch up. 

For a typical PEP configuration 

F = (21.34/12. 16.74/12, 2.6m. .11m. -.467m. 0.0 0.0), 
where 21.34 and 18.74 are the tunes of the ring- Acceptable step sizes 
for changes in the first four components of F have been found to be 
0.1/12, 0.1/12. 0.1m. 0.01m. respectively, with 

TOL={.003/12, .003/12. .05m. .005m. .lm, .5m, .5m, .05, .05. ,2m. .05). 
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Appendix 

Uatbematical expressions for the values of the machine parameters 
are given below: 

fi.f*="^=VC2i)tan- llSu/(S 1 J/S)]„ 

*..Mt(B,i 2-T 1 1*)/S+(RM

B-T«V^] ! t y 

**^=-[(R21B4i-T !S1Tu)^+<B1S!R :B-T1J.T !B)/Pl IJ 

' « =(RII-TU)T( ,+(R 1 3-T, S ) I 

'I» ^CBzi-Tah.+CRa-Tgs), 

Let the partial derivative of a quantity v with respect to u be 
denoted by v'. It can be shown that the partial derivatives of ti 

with respect to q̂  are given by: 

fi .r,=S w S S H /(27rp)(S' l s /S i e -P'/p-S" a /S u ) I j r 

' , s .r4^/2(S'«/S 1 8 -S' 2 1 /5«+S' K i /S a 2-S , u/S l l ) , J 

Expressions for the other derivatives f e f*u can be easily 
obtained by direct differentiation and substitution of f\ t't. 
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